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Lalita hails from a small village Dokal in the Dhamtari district of
Chhattisgarh. She has been associated with ‘Chinhari: The Young
India’ for the past five years, as well as issues of gender, youth,
tribal affairs and environment. While working on these questions,
she has developed a deeper understanding of the issues in her
context. She dreams for the girls from her region to get a chance to
learn and pursue self-exploration, just like she did. To turn this
thought into reality, Lalita is ready to reach every village or city
from her village where people are keen to hear the voices of girls.

As part of the 52 Parindey Fellowship, Lalita met with people
working on forest and the interconnected domains of tribal
communities, forest rights, forest food, forest-based livelihoods and
tribal displacement. She learnt about the basic needs and injustices
being faced by forests and the people associated with forests.
Lalita also explored the idea of ‘development’ from diverse angles,
and she feels that the focus of development should move away from
electricity and road accessibility, and be defined differently in the
rural context. As someone who has grown up in a forest-dependent
community, Lalita has a deep connection with forests and sees
herself going back and working for it.Lalita Suryawanshi

Dhamtari, Chattisgarh
Forest, Food Systems & Livelihoods

https://www.travellersuniversity.org/
https://www.travellersuniversity.org/
https://vikalpsangam.org/
https://www.defindia.org/
https://medium.com/@keeday
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Orientation Workshop at Tribal Health Initiative,
Sittlingi Valley, Tamil Nadu

Pratima Nandeshwar & Maya Koche, Gadchiroli,
Maharashtra

C Venkatesh Jaatvat, Chnitoor, Andhra Pradesh

D Ramesh Tolem, Bangargudem, Telangana

E Hemant Das, Daltonganj Jharkhand

F Sunita Potem, Bijapur, Chhattisgarh

G Jyanti Buruda, Malkangiri, Odisha

H Ningo Solanki, Kakrana, Madhya Pradesh

I Reflection Workshop at Proto Village, Tekulodu
Village, Andhra Pradesh 



मेढ़ा लेखा गांव - गोटुल से जुड़े वन अ�धकार 
Mendha-Lekha Village - Cultural story



�ाम सभा
Gram Sabha 



�व�ापन 
Displacement



बीज ब�क 
Seed Bank 



बीजापुर (बुज� गाव) का आ
�दवासी जीवन

Adivasi Life 
in Bijapur (Burji) 



�र�त� से रा�ता
pathway through relationships 





अलाइव�ल�ड  
Alivelihood



Way Forward...


